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manage it’s resources along the whole value chain by
incorporating business processes with business partners
like suppliers and different types of customers (Haughey,
1999). Despite the highly integrated character of ERPSystems and their wide spectrum of functionality, they
often cannot cover all business processes of an enterprise.
In addition highly specialised application systems (e.g.
warehouse management systems, space management
systems and sometimes separate E-Commerce ShopSystems) are needed as well as supplementary CSCW
functionality (e.g. mail systems and workflow
management systems).
Furthermore the different application systems often do
not offer front ends for all necessary platforms. Especially
a web-based access, which is getting more and more
important due to the growing influence of the internet, of
emerging e-commerce market forms and of interorganizational concepts (e.g. Efficient Consumer Response), often is not available for specialised application
systems. Even ERP-Systems are often unprepared to be
accessed online (Lief, Tamkin et al., 1999). But in ecommerce-scenarios the ERP-System and the connected
application systems will often have to communicate
directly with business partners, which enter queries online
via webbrowser. Examples for such use cases are
delivery-on-demand or inventory queries.
Aside from the primary technical problems of
connecting these different systems and of guaranteeing
data consistency, the different systems often offer their
own graphical user interface (GUI), so users may have to
switch between applications with different look-and-feel
to fulfil their tasks. This even gets more important, if You
take into account, that there are further types of information systems with own GUIs, like groupware and
workflow management systems, which are an integral part
of a modern IT-Infrastructure.
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Abstract
In this paper we present a conception for an
integration of ERP- and CSCW-Systems. Several benefits
will be shown, like a complete GUI integration, a flexible
web access and even possibilities for reduced license fees.
The coupling of the former semantic disjointed worlds
of ERP- and CSCW-Systems can be done on different
levels of abstraction. Although it is possible to exchange
data between applications via conservative technologies
like electronic data exchange (EDI), file transfer or direct
database access, a common pool of business transactions
and objects leads to more effective applications.
Interoperability technologies like CORBA can be used to
integrate applications from an perspective on the object
level.
The authors summarise their experiences with typical
applications of standalone CSCW- and ERP-Systems and
therefore intend to guide the reader towards the benefits
of the integration of both worlds.

Introduction
Today’s changing market structures put a high stress
on company’s IT-Infrastructure. The ability to adapt to ecommerce (Klein, 1997) has become a major success
factor. Therefore an integrated and above all flexible ITInfrastructure is essential, which allows to access the
business applications via intranet as well as via inter- or
extranet. Two categories of Information Systems build the
core of a typical IT-Infrastructure, Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) Systems and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) Systems. Beside the common
communication and coordination tasks CSCW-Systems
can be used to open former internal business processes to
the internet.

Groupware Systems and Workflow
Management Systems
CSCW-Systems support members of workgroups
regarding cooperation and coordination. Groupware and
Workflow Management Systems (WFMS) are taskoriented examples of CSCW.
Ad hoc and weakly structured business processes are
supported by Groupware, which typically provides an
enterprise-wide mailing facility for communication and
shared data platforms for cooperation. Groupware is

Integrating the business applications
ERP-Systems are the backbone of a typical ITInfrastructure. They support the core business processes
as well as administrative support processes (e.g. in the
area of general accounting and asset management, human
resources and cost accounting) and allow a company to
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nition of the company’s organisational structure. Because
in addition to the organisational data in the WFMS many
organisational aspects also have to be defined in the ERPSystem (e.g. to manage the access rights).

primarily driven by actions initiated by users. Groupware
Systems have enriched the infrastructure of modern
offices. Mailing and shared electronic calendars as
integral parts of groupware have become as important as
using telephones and diaries. Access Facilities for
providing content to the internet like HTTP-Servers
(Fielding, Gettys et al., 1997) are used to “put a company
on the web” and to build a portal for online shopping.
Mailing systems based on open protocols like X.400- and
SMTP (Postel, 1982) are used to establish mailingplatforms. Electronic mail (eMail) can be used for the
internal information and coordination, but it can also
enable business partners from all over the world to send
messages easily. Customer requests for example can
directly be send to eMail addresses like “order@mycompany.com”. Many companies already use eMail for
such purposes. Large technical documentation libraries
can be accessed by FTP (Postel and Reynolds, 1985).
A WFMS is an extension to Groupware, which supports the automation and efficient handling of highly
structured business processes. From a technical point of
view a WFMS can be part of an ERP-System (a so called
embedded WFMS) or a stand-alone system. Although
many of the ERP-Systems have an integrated workflow
component (for an analysis concerning ERP-Systems for
retailers see Schütte et al. 2000), they do not offer the
flexibility of stand-alone systems. Especially the integration of other application systems within an ERP-Workflow often is not well supported.

Integrating Communication, Workflow and
ERP
The combination and close integration of a company’s
communication and applications systems can solve many
of the before discussed problems. In the following we
therefore present a scenario based on the ERP-System
SAP R/3 and the integrated groupware and Web
application software platform Lotus Domino. Nevertheless these concepts are in general suitable for other ERP
solutions like Peoplesoft, JD Edwards or Oracle, and
other workflow products (e. g. Novell GroupWise,
Microsoft Exchange, IBM FlowMark), too.
SAP R/3 is a distributed client-server system which
can be used on most platforms like Windows NT, AIX, or
IBM MVS. SAP is one of the world market share leaders
of ERP-Systems (Hill, A., 1999). R/3 offers a pre-built
framework for business processes by pre-defined basic
process definitions. The default behaviour of SAP can be
changed through a process called “Customisation”, which
describes the transformation of the standard product R/3
into a well-suited solution for a specific company. R/3
also includes a basic workflow component, SAP
workflow.
The groupware platform Lotus Domino is available on
multiple operating systems from Windows NT and AIX to
MVS. It covers functionality which enables communication and supports cooperation and coordination of work.
Many third party products can be used to extend the
Domino workflow facilities.
Domino applications are stored in databases that can
be programmed via Java and Lotus-Script. They can be
accessed via a Notes client or a web browser. The Notes
client offers an enriched GUI and the authentication of
users via an id-file but is only available on a limited
number of platforms. A browser is available on almost all
platforms but has limited GUI functions due to the use of
HTML and by default only basic authentication is used,
although SSL is supported. The Notes client is typically
used by registered users in the intranet, while a browser
will be used by anonymous users in extranet and internet
scenarios.
Beside the already shown advantages such an ITinfrastructure can reduce the license costs for the ERPand the invoked applications systems. These costs are
often based on the number of clients. When the enterprise
has already deployed a Groupware-Infrastructure, the
users can get access to the ERP-System by a proxy. On
the ERP-System only a significantly smaller amount of
technical users would be needed, which would degrade
costs in a number-of-clients-based license model.

From business processes to enterprise workflow
Business process descriptions as typical result of
Business Process Reengineering (BPR, Sneed, 1999)
projects can be used as starting point for a workflow
definition. Business processes can be modelled via Eventdriven Process Chains (EPC) or in an object-oriented way
with the UML (Loos and Allweyer, 1998). Workflowengineers can transform the given process description into
a formal representation like a scripting language, which
can be used by an underlying WFMS like IBM Flowmark
or Lotus Domino. The workflow definitions are stored in
a workflow repository. They can be triggered by events
(Customer order has arrived, warehouse inventory level is
low). If a trigger condition is recognised by the workflow
engine the business process definition is activated and the
relevant data is routed to the user, which is responsible for
the next workflow step. Needed business applications for
handling the relevant data or to execute the work item can
automatically be invoked (Mohan, 1999).
To support a dynamic role solution the organisational
structure of the company (e.g. staff, organisational
relationships and units) is modelled in the WFMS. This
allows to control the access to sensible data and to temporary change the function assignment to users.
The parallel unintegrated use of an ERP-System and
Groupware or an WFMS can lead to a redundant defi-
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Integration Levels

Figure 1: Integration Scenarios

The degree of integration between ERP and groupware can be subdivided into different categories, which
span on the two dimensions, the level of technical
integration and the process automation level. From a
technical view the data sources can be loosely integrated
via electronic data interchange (EDI), advanced
integration is achievable by access to shared data bases.
Newly built applications can use object integration
mechanism like the Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA). The different levels of process
automation are mail integration, the integration of
groupware services and workflow integration.
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From a technical point of view many different
interfaces and data protocols can be used to bring together
the worlds of ERP, WFMS and Mailing. Figure 1 shows a
possible IT-architecture resulting from the combination of
SAP R/3 and Lotus Domino.
Applications can be integrated on many levels between both systems. In a first step Lotus Domino can be
used to controll the business processes and to activate the
needed SAP GUI masks or to start other application
systems. The user still has to switch between the Lotus
and the SAP (or the application system) GUI.
In a second integration step this architecture can lead
to a complete GUI integration. The application systems
(the ERP-System and the additional specialised
application systems) can be accessed via the GUI of Lotus
Domino. All interaction with the underlying software
systems can be done via Lotus forms and outputs. In
contrast to many ERP-GUIs, which are to complex for
easy structured tasks (e.g. regular information purposes
(Fischer, 1998)), the Domino forms and outputs can be
designed very user-friendly.
In case of a GUI integration it also doesn’t matter any
longer, if the user has access through the intranet, the
extranet or the internet, because with the Notes Client and
the Notes Web Access suitable clients are available in any
case.
SAP Mail and Lotus Notes Mail can be coupled by a
SMTP gateway. Application data can be exchanged via
conservative technologies like electronic data exchange
(EDI), file transfer or direct database access. But in
general access on the business object level should be
preferred to maintain the business semantics. Although
time critical (read only) queries can access the underlying
database of the R/3 System directly, especially if large
data volume has to be transferred via database pump tools
like DECS - Domino Enterprise Connectivity Services
(Morris, Wendel, 2000).
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On the object level R/3 offers an SAP-specific Interface, the business application programming interface
(BAPI). Special Extensions to the Domino programming
environment Lotus-Script (LSX) are available to
encapsulate BAPI-Calls, which give direct access to R/3business processes.
The BAPI-Architecture offers the following advantages:
• BAPIs can be used to decouple the business view of
the ERP-System from technical environment and
implementation.
• A high interoperability is achieved through the use of
different interfacing technologies.
• The reuse of objects leads to a faster implementation
and therefore decrease development costs.
In addition the latest Domino version R5 offers the integration of CORBA which in combination with tools like
MADRID (Arb, 1999) allows to export SAP-functionality
to Domino as business objects. CORBA based objects can
also be integrated by MADRID into the Business Object
Reposity, which is part of R/3. Process relevant information which is not stored in R/3 is accessible by several
integration tools or imported as XML (Bray, Paoli et al.,
1997).
ERP-based data can be replicated to customers and
suppliers, if they also use Domino (Fischer, 1998).
Via the Domino HTTP-Task data from the ERPSystem can be presented on the Internet and be enriched
by a query service.
Application Servers are often used to integrate a wide
range of software components throughout the ITInfrastructure of the enterprise. CORBA engines like
ORBIX from Iona (Orfali R., Harkey D, 1999) can be
used to couple CORBA-compliant applications and make
their objects available to standalone applications in C++
or Java and CORBA-enabled Legacy applications written
in COBOL or PL/1. Domino also includes a Java runtime
environment (JRE), so applications written in Java can
also access R/3-BAPIs via the use of CORBA-compliant
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Figure 2: Use Case Classification Scheme

application server like ORBIX and MADRID. Vice versa
Domino objects can be used in CORBA applications
through the Notes Object Interface which is officially
documented by a CORBA Interface Definition Language
(IDL).
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Depending on the type of the business process
different levels of process integration can be suitable for a
specific use case. Simple use cases like a single inquiry
from a Domino User to a SAP User can be handled on the
level of mail integration.
Groupware integration goes a step further. By default
important SAP-based data is only accessible to SAPUsers. In a typical environment there are more Domino
users than users of SAP, but the ERP data could be useful
for all of them. Application scenarios for Supply Chain
Management often depend on a groupware integration in
order to share SAP-based data like product catalogues or
inventory levels with partners along the supply chain via
Domino replication mechanisms or the internet. This data
can be transformed to Domino documents via the HTTPService, so only a web-browser is needed for access. For
security purposes passwords and certificates should be
deployed to these partners.
Workflow integration can be achieved by the use of a
shared data source which holds the organisational
structure of an enterprise. By modelling the organisational
structure of the company in a Domino names and address
book, the data can be used via the LDAP service (Yeong
and Howes, 1995) from R/3. In consequence the same
organisational data, roles and routing paths can be used
for R/3-workflows as well as for non-R/3-workflows. For
mixed scenarios the technical integration levels shown
above can be used in Domino workflows to trigger
actions in R3 and vice versa.
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Internal use cases are typically handled by employees,
who use Intranet applications.
External scenarios for Business-to-Business workflows (Gaugler, 1998) always include the involvement of
business partners like customers and suppliers.
Manufacturing and Warehouse data is shared for crossenterprise business process integration along the supply
chain.
Internal Use Cases:
• Internal Help Desk Applications
The persistent knowledge of an enterprise can be
saved within its documentation and offered to internal
demanders through help desk services. Operative
information like product and warehouse information
can be retrieved from ERP, the trouble ticket
management and the call-center agent disposition is
handled by the workflow environment.
• Travelling User Applications
The return rate of a travelling user like an company
representative depends on the actuality of the data he
presents. During a conversation with a customer he
might execute an online availability query to the ERPsystem and so can directly answer to the customers´
questions. Product catalogues can be put as replicas on
the representatives laptop and be kept up-to-date
through domino replication.

Use Cases
In the following we illustrate some use cases to give
an idea of possible synergy effects of the integration of
ERP- and Workflow-Systems. As shown in Figure 2 the
use cases can be subdivided depending on external
involvement in internal and external scenarios and can be
classified depending on their technical and process
automation integration level. The figure shows the present
position of a use case, but further movement to an upper
right position towards workflow integration on the object
level appears helpful for most applications.

• Data Warehouse
Historic Data from ERP-Systems is often stored in
Data Warehouse-Systems (Devlin, 1997). This information can be mined for hidden knowledge structures
with OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) methods.
The results can be analysed with Drill-Down and
Slice-And-Dice methods and be represented
graphically in a controlling database.
External Use Cases:
• Logistics / Supply Chain Integration
E.g. online queries to find best distribution channel
and the most reliable business partner. If a traded good
is very standardised, it may make sense to automatize
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market queries by the use of intelligent programs,
called software agents. Order tracking facilities allow
customers of delivery services to query the location of
goods on their way during delivery. The Status of
manufacturing processes in outsourced orders can be
queried.
The distribution of electronic goods like books, software or expertise reports is implemented by downloading from FTP/HTTP-servers or taking part in the
replication of Domino databases.
• Electronic Banking and Payment
Companies can enter the web site of their bank
partners to access actual rates on interests, loans and
invest opportunities. The use of e-cash, Cyber-Cash
(Stolpmann, 1997) and other electronic payment
systems open new market shares. This is often done
by the help of financial intermediaires that support
internet trading protocols like the XML-based OTPprotocol.
• Mailing
The anonymity of web-browsing is broken if a
customer directs a mail to the customer-service eMail
address of an enterprise. The customer data can be
stored in the ERP system, and the mail message from
the customer may directly be routed to the responsible
user by the groupware system.
• Online Shop
Products and Services can be offered world wide.
Customers can order them without regard for shop
opening hours from any point in the world. The

to interact only with one kind of user interface with
reduced costs for training and a lower learning curve. On
the other hand specialised application systems without a
web-front end can now be used via the web-front end of
the workflow management system. This helps to carry out
the ideas of inter-organisational processes and ecommerce concepts. A selection of use case ideas has
been shown. Some companies already take advantage of
these concepts, e.g. ABB Turbo Systems AG (using SAP
R/3 and Lotus Domino, Fischer, 1998) and Virgin
Atlantic (using JD Edwards and Lotus Domino, Pullen et
al., 2000).
From a technical point of view, it is important to point
out, that the data transfer between the different systems
should be done on a high semantical level which can
achieved by the use of CORBA. The SAP R/3 system
offers with the BAPI an individual application oriented
data interface, which is very suitable for these purposes.
The ideas of this work will be used as a basis for an
upcoming research project concerning the verification of
the proposed efficiency potentials in concrete business
environments.
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